ICS (II):
content-orientated process management (I)

- Workflow Management System:
  - Definition
  - Workflow
  - Authorities
  - Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC)
Classification (WfMC) of Workflows:

- Ad-hoc-Workflow
- Collaborative Workflow
- Administrative Workflow
- Productive Workflow
ICS (13):
content-orientated process management (3)

- Workflow Management System – More Terms (1):
  - Activity
  - Work Step
ics (14):
content-orientated process management (4)

- Levels of WfMS:

In Anlehnung an WfMC 1995, S. 7
Workflow Management System – More Terms (2):

- Workflow-Scheme-Model
- Workflow-Scheme
- Enactment Service
- Workflow Instance
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IKS (16): inhaltsorientiertes prozeßmanagement (6)

- Process vs. Work-flow:

In Accordance to Freund 2005
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ICS (17): Content-orientated Process Management (7)

- Workflow Management System – More Terms (3):
  - Workflow Language
  - Work Item
  - Work List
ICS (18):
content-orientated process management (8)

- **Workflow-Life-cycle:**

  - Analyse der Rücklaufdaten (Kontrolle)
  - Laufzeit (Workflow-instantanierung)
  - Modellierung (Workflow-Schema)
  - (ARIS-konforme) Prozessmodellierung

In Accordance to Galler/Scheer 1994, S. 10
Interfaces of Content-orientated Process Management:

In Accordance to WfMC 1995, S. 20